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Landauer Art has long been a fixture in the Texas art world, they have been offering custom art and 
consultancy services since 1998 in Houston, Texas, USA. 

 

Landauer Art was founded by Ruth and Caryn Landauer. As artists, Ruth and Caryn have 
traditionally specialized in contemporary art. Landauer Art now works in partnership with a dynamic 
group of nationally and regionally renowned, professional artists who can customize and create any 
piece of art you desire, to complement any space. The biggest advantages of working with us is that we 
work hand in hand with our artists to create the perfect piece for a corporate office or an individual. 

From traditional to abstract art, to sculpture and photography – we now offer a vast variety of creative 

options that can be customized to your needs. 
 

 

Our #1 goal is to collaborate with you and your company to design or create exclusive art, 

imagery, and/or digital printing for your office or individual needs.  

 We strive to customize a package to enhance any space to meet the needs of our clients.  

 Please take a moment to browse the following artwork to see some of our latest creations.  

 Contact us for more information or questions regarding your project requirements.  
  
We look forward to hearing from you!  
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FUSION OF ORIGINAL AND DIGITAL  

Collaborating artists include digital imaging/graphic designs that fuse our original art with digital art. 

We have attached some samples of pieces we have created recently. Our abstract water and sky 

images in combination with images from the oil industry are fused together to create very unique 

stunning imagery. 

We offer many combinations of size format and finish. Share with us the details of your project and your 

budget so we can customize options to fit your price range.  

We can incorporate our artwork with your company’s or individual's logo, photography or other imagery 

to create a unique finished product.  

 Some examples of what we offer include: 

 Giclee' fine art prints on watercolor, ultra smooth or matte papers. 

 Photo paper, including color or black and white, with a lustre/glossy or metallic finish. 

 Art on canvas - loose for framing, or gallery wrapped ready to hang. 

We can provide, or use your own imagery to be printed on alternate materials such as clear acrylic, 

brushed metal, PVC, styrene, white aluminum, tile, etc. 

 

 Digital art, and prints can be used in print media, or as online images. 

 Consider printing our images on your corporate give-away items.  
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SCULPTOR  

Our sculptor has a natural talent for creating life-like wildlife portraits, life size sculptures, monumental 

bronze, custom work, bi-relief pieces, molds, steel sculpture, custom steel armatures and foundry work. 

His memorable work has been installed throughout the region. 

If you are looking for custom one-of a kind sculptures for your space, our sculptor collaborates with you, 

pays close attention to detail, and uses his precision and expertise with every piece he produces. He 

creates sketches for review and approval for each project before beginning work.  

Specializing in creating portrait busts, portrait sculptures, porcelain, bronze, steel, ceramic, life-size 

projects, wall mounted pieces, tabletop sculptures, monumental sculptures, stand-alone sculptures and 

so much more. He has created sculptures for people in the oil industry and included rigs, valves and 

tools. 
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OIL INDUSTRY THEMED ART PAINTER 

This talented fine artist’s captivating works capture unique landscapes and scenes within the oil industry, 

on the Third Coast, the Gulf of Mexico along with other locations as well. 

He can create a painting from photographs supplied in addition to creating a custom piece of 

original art and or fine art prints.  If locally in Texas and needed, he can also do a site visit to 

take photographs of the project and then create the custom work. 

As an artist and photographer, he has a talent for finding beauty in the man-made as well as the natural 

landscape.  He photographs industrial settings for print that include ships, tugs, barges, machine shops, 

tank farms, turbines, pipelines, valves, well sites, refineries, and pump jacks. He is familiar with the 

industry, as his family worked in oil, refinery or marine-industrial related businesses. 
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